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Existence Theorems for Multiple Integrals of the Calculus 
of Variations for Discontinuous Solutions (*). 
I~. CESARI - P. ]3RANDI - A. SALVAD01r 
S u m m a r y .  - The authors prove existence theorems /or the minimum o] multiple integrals o/ the 
calculus of variations with constraints on the derivatives in classes of B V  possibly discon- 
tinuous solutions. To this eMeet the integrals are written in the ]orm proposed by Serrin. 
Usual convexity conditions are requested, but no growth condition. Preliminary closure and 
semicontinuity theorems are proved which are analogous to those previously proved by Cesari 
in Sobolev classes. Compactness in .L 1 o] classes o] B V  ]unctions with equibounded total 
variations is derived #ore Ca]iero-~leming theorems. 
1 .  - I n t r o d u c t i o n .  
[ I n  the present  paper  we s ta te  and prove existence theorems of opt imal  solutions 
for multiple integrals of the  calculus of variations,  with constraints  on the deriva- 
t ives of the  type  
= l E o ( t ,  x(t), Dx(t)) dt , I ( x )  
G 
(t, x(t)) e A ,  Dx(t) eQ( t , x (O) ,  t e a a .e . .  
The solutions are sought in the  class of vector  valued functions of v independent  
variables,  or x(t) = @1, ..., x~), t = (t ~, ..., t ~) ~ G, which are of bounded  variat ion 
in the sense of Cesari ([5] 1936). 
These functions were used by  CESA~I in [5] to characterize nonparametr ic  discon- 
t inuous surfaces whose generalized Lebesgue area is finite. The same functions were 
also used by  CES~I  in [10] (1937) for sufficient conditions for convergence almost 
everywhere  of double and multiple ~our ier  series. The same !unct ions  were used 
by  Co~ws165 and S~OLLEg [12] (1966) in the  s tudy  of shock waves of weak solutions 
of conservat ion laws. These functions are also called BVC functions in the  termi- 
nology of CONWAu and S~OLLEa [12], DArE~H0S [13] and DI P]~I~A [14]. As i t  
(*) Entrata in Red~ziono i l  2 d i c 6 m b r e  1986 .  
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is well known,  K~IOKE~ERG ([19] t957) proved thut these BVC ~unctions (or BV 
functions) could equivalent ly  be defined as those L~(G)-functions whose first order 
par t ia l  derivatives in the sense of distributions are finite measures. This a l ternat ive  
definition has been also used by  a number  of authors  as MrRA~DA [20], G~csmX [17], 
ANZELLOTTI and GI• [2]. We refer  to the  recent  exposition ( C E s ~ I  [9]) 
for more references on funct ions of bounded variat ions.  
Our integral  funct ion is of the  Serrin type  [2r ~nd i t  is modeled on the  well- 
known area funct ional  (see CESA~X [5]), t h a t  is~ 
~(x) = inf lira f ~o(t, x,~(t), 9x,~(t)) dt ---- inf lira I(xT~) , 
s Jc--+ co 
where the infimum is t aken  wi~,h respect  to the class /~(x) of all the  sequences (xa) 
of W*,~(G) functions cot.verging to x with respect  to a suitable topology a and 
such that 
(t, x~(t)) c A ,  Dx~(t)eQ(t,  x~(t)), t e  G a.e. 
Actually,  for the  sake of general i ty,  we shall th ink  of the  n-vector  x = (x 1, ..., x n) 
as made up of an a-vector  y and an (n - -  ~)-vector z, say x ---- (y, z), y = (x ~, ..., x~), 
z---- (x~+~ ... ,x~), 0 < ~ < n ,  with y in WI.I(G) and  z in BVC(G), G c R  ~. 
Thus, in real i ty,  we consider a mixed topology a for the  elements  x~--  (Yk, z~) 
and x ~ (y, z) wi th  y~ y~, zk ~ WI.~(G) and z e BVC(G), i.e. YT0 -~ Y in (Z~(G)) ~ and  
Dy~-~.Dy weakly in (L,(e)) ~, while z~-->z in (Z~(G)) ~-~ and no condit ion is 
assumed on the  gradient  (Dz~o). 
The me thod  we adopt  in our t r e a t m e n t  is the  direct  me thod  of the calculus of 
variations,  based on compactness and lower semicontinuity~ or lower closure (see [8]). 
As i t  is well-known, if ~G is regular,  the bounded subsets of WIn(G) are relat ively 
compact  in Z~(G), and this resul t  will be  used in the  present  paper.  Thus~ in the  
spirit  of the direct  method,  what  we need is a suitable lower semicont inui ty  result.  
Under  convexi ty  assumptions,  in Sections 1~ 2 we prove closure theorems,  for 
BVC functions~ with respect  to Z~(G) convergence and no topology on the  derivatives. 
Such closure theorems are based on suitable extensions of the arguments  used in [8] 
and  [ l lb]  for simple integrals and  [6~ 7] for mult iple  integrals.  We do not  discuss 
here  quasi convexi ty  or pot iconvexi ty .  
In  Section 3 we apply these closure results in order  to prove the  lower semicon- 
t i nu i ty  of I and consequent ly  to point  out  the  precise comparison between I and 5. 
Indeed,  we prove tha t ,  in general,  5(x)>I(x),  and  tha t  ~ is a t rue  extension of I 
in the  sense tha t  g ( x ) ~  I(x) whenever  x E W~.~(G). In  [ l lb]  we showed, by  an 
examp1% tha t  5 can be actual ly  larger t han  I .  These conclusions are warran ted  by  
our systematic  use of bo th  a l ternat ive  in terpre ta t ions  of the  concept  of BVC func- 
tions (cir. Section 2a). Note  tha t  t hey  generalize results which are well-known for 
the  area functional~ t ha t  is, the  Lebesgue area Z(x) of a surface x is alway > than  
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the area integral  I ( x ) ,  and tha t  the equal i ty  sign holds if and only if x belongs to the 
wl,~ class ([2~3). 
Finally,  in Section 4 we prove existence theorems for opt imal  Solutions of the 
integral  funct ional  3 with constraints  on the  derivatives. :Note tha t ,  in the  part i-  
cular ease g---- 0, all components  of the  solutions are BVC. We wish to point  out  
t ha t  we require convexi ty  conditions as expected bu t  no growth assumptions.  
iVIoreover, ~nd for the  sake of comparison with a previous p~per of ours on simple 
integrals,  i . e ,  v = 1 ([l lb]) ,  we wish to ment ion  tha t  we persued there  an analogous 
program for vector  functions x ( t ) = ( x ~ , . . . ~ x ~ ) = ( y , z ) ,  t~<~t<~t~, with y---- 
----(x ~, ..., x~)e  AC and  z = (x ~+~, . . . ,  x ~) e BVC. We also used ~ mixed topology, 
namely  y ~ - + y  uniformly  in Its, t2] and z~-+z pointwise a.e. in [t~, t2]. 
In  [l lb],  for compactaess,  we used tIel ly 's  theorem which guarantees  tha t  any 
sequence (x~) of equibounded functions of a real  variable with equibounded varia- 
tions has a subsequence which converges everywhere in Its, tz]. For  functions of 
v > 1 independent  variables there  is no tIellyls theorem for BVC functions, t tow- 
ever I there  is a par t ia l  extension of Hclly 's  theorem for functions of equibounded 
to ta l  variat ions in the  sense of Vitali (which we shall use in Sect ion 4b), and there  
is a compactness theorem in L~ by  Cafiero-Fleming for functions of equibounded 
to ta l  variat ions in the  sense of BVC (which we shall use in Section 4a). 
For  functions of class W~,~(G), lower semicont inui ty  theorems,  or lower closure 
theorems,  have been proved,  among others,  by  ~O~REu CESA~I, STA_li~:PACCHIA, 
IOFFE I STODDAI%T, FERn0, DE GI01CGI-BUTTAZZO-DAL 1VitSO for the  Lebesguc integral,  
and  by  WAI~NEI% BI%ANDI-SALVAD01%I for the  Weierstrass integral,  under  various 
conditions, as convexi ty  and growth assumptions.  
2.  - T h e  c l o s u r e  t h e o r e m s .  
a) F u n c t i o n s  BVC and  ACg i n  a bounded open set G in  R ~. 
We denote  by  IAI or IAI~ the  measure of a measurable subset A of R ~. Le t  G 
be an open bounded set of the t-space R ~, t---- (~, ...,t~). In  the  following I for the 
sake of brevi ty ,  we shall use the  notat ions t ' J =  ( tl, ...I V-I,  t~+~, ...1 t ~) = ~ and 
(tJ, ~) = (t ~, . . . ,  t~)1 j = 1, . . . ,  v. Moreover, for any  j ---- 1, ..., v, let  G'J denote  the  
project ion of G on the  t'~-space and for any  ~ ~ G '~" let  us denote  by  r~ the straight  
line t 'j ---- v. Then  the  intersect ion G n r~ is the  countable  union of intervals (~ ,  fl~), 
or G (~ r~ ~-- [J (~ ,  fig). 
S 
We say t ha t  a funct ion ] e Z~(G) is of bounded var iat ion in  the sense o] Cesari [5] 
(BVC) if there  exists ~ set E r G, with IE]~ = 0, such tha t ,  for every  j - -  1, ..., v 
~nd for almost  ~11 ~ e G'J, the  var ia t ion Vj~ = V(], (as, #~)), computed  disregarding 
the  values t aken  by  ] on E ,  are finite, Vj(~)---- ~ Vj~ is finite and  Vje/)~(G'J). 
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Then the  number  
V*(], G) = J~l ~ f ~(~) dr 
G'J 
is finite and  can be t aken  as the  generalized to ta l  var ia t ion of / in G (cfr. [ l la ] ) .  
The BVC functions which are continuous in G are the classical functions of 
bounded va.riation in the sense of Tonelli  (BVT) since there  is no need of taking any  
set /~ c G, ]Ei~ = 0. 
I f  f is BVC in G and E c G is the corresponding set of measure zero, then E 
has intersection E n 1 of linear measure zero on almost all lines 1 parallel to the 
axes. Hence,  / is BV on almost M1 such straight lines l when we disregard the 
values t aken  by  ] on E,  and has therefore (~ usual ~) part ial  de r iva t ives / ) J /  a.e. in G, 
and these derivatives are functions in G of class L~(G). We call these DJ](t), t e G, 
j = 1, ..., v, computed  by  usuM incremental  quotients disregarding the  values taken  
by  / on E~ the  generalized first order part ial  derivatives on / in G (see [ l la ] ) ,  and 
I t  is well known (Serrin [23]) tha t  if ] is BVC there is an equivalent  funct ion ] 
which has par t ia l  derivatives DJ] a.e. in G and DJ]-~ D~f a.e. in G. 
Fu r the rmore  I~IC]~EnEaG ([19]) proved  tha t  a funct ion ] is BVC on G if and 
only if f ~ Z~(G) and the  first order  par t ia l  derivat ives of ] in the  sense of distribu- 
tions are finite measures /~j, j----1, . . . ,v .  
A funct ion  ] e J51(G) is said to be absolutely continuous in the generalized sense (ACg) 
if i t  is BVC and  for every  j -~ 1, ... a V and for a lmost  M1 ~ e G 'j, the  funct ion ]('a 3) 
is &Cg (i.e. i t  is equal a.e. to an  AC function) on ~ .  
The ACg funct ions which are continuous in G are the  classical funct ions absolutely 
cont inuous in the  sense of Tonelli  (ACT). 
For  an ACg funct ion we have that 
q 
~r i t  is well-known tha t  if ] is ACg then  for every  ] - ~  1, . . . ,v  there  is an 
equiva.lent funct ion ]j for which the  to ta l  var ia t ion  V~ is equal  to the  usual integral  
Vj-~f  [DJf~[ dr. Fur the rmore ,  K~ICK~]~E~ [19] showed t h a t  the  ACg functions are 
q 
the  ] e L~(G) whose p~rtiM derivat ives in the  sense of distributions are again func- 
t ions in L~(G). In  other  words, ACg coincides wi th  W~,~(G). For  more details on 
these concepts see [11a] and  [19]. 
b) The properties (Q) and (F). 
Let  n ~ l ,  v ~ l  and N~>I be integers. Le t  A be a given subset of the  (t, x)-space 
R ~+" and,  for every  (t, x ) ~  A, let  Q(t, x ) c  R ~ be given sets. Following CESA~I [8], 
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we shall consider the  conditions on the sets Q(t, x) belo.w. We say tha t  the  sets Q(t, x), 
(t, x) ~ A, have property (Q) at (to, xo) ~ A, with respect  to (t, x), provided 
(Q) Q(to, Xo) = ~ c l c o u  [Q(t, x), I t -  tol<a, I x -  xol<a] 9 
a>  0 
We say tha t  the sets Q(t~ x), (t, x) ~ A, have property (Q) ag (to, xo) ~ A, with  respect  
to x, provided  
(Q)' Q(to, xo) = ~ c lco  u [Q(to, x), I x -  Xol<a] . 
a > o  
We shall need below some fur ther  a l ternat ive  propert ies  of the sets Q(t, x). We 
could say t ha t  the  sets Q(t, x), (t, x )~  A, have property (F~), with respect  to x, a t  
the  point  (to, xo) e A~ provided 
(F1) g ivea  any  number  o >  0, there  are constants  C =  C(to, xo, a ) >  0, (~---- 
=(~(to, Xo, a ) > 0  such t ha t  for an y  ( t , x ) e A  with  It--tol<a, [ X - - X o l > a  and 
any  vector  ~ e Q(t, x), there  are vectors  ~, ~ such tha t  
SeQ(t, ), It-toll, 
for I t -- tol < 8. 
To avoid questions of measurability~ however,  we take  the  following form of 
this condition. We say tha t  the  sets Q(t, x)~ (t, x )~  A, have property (F~), wi th  
respect  to x a t  the  point  (to, Xo)cA, provided 
(F~) given any  number  ( r>  0 there  are constants  C = C(to, Xo~ (r) > O, (~ = 
--~:8(to, Xo, (r) > 0 such t ha t  for any  two measurable vector  funct ions x(t), ~(t), t e E, 
on a measurable subset E c G, with  (t, x(t)) e A, Ix(t) -- xol > o, ~(t) e Q(t, x(t)) f o r  
I t - to[<(~,  t e E ,  there  are two measurable vec tor  funct ions 5(t),~(t}, t e E ,  such 
t ha t  (t, ~(t)) 6 A, !~l~'(t) --  Xol<~, sE(t) e Q(t, ~(t)) and l~(t) -- ~(t)l<C[lx(t ) -- ~(t)l -t- 
-~ It-- tol]  for t ~ E ,  I t - - to [<~.  
The conditions (F1), (F~) are conditions concerning the  behavior  of the sets Q(t, x) 
where x is away f rom Xo. 2~'ote tha t  C can be as large as one wants,  even for a small. 
A na tura l  choice for x(t) is of course ~(t) = so, t e E n {t: It-- to{<~}, bu t  the allot- 
ted general i ty  may  be useful. An analogous bu t  essentially stronger condit ion is 
the  following one, which, for the  sake of brevity~ we express only in terms of meas- 
urable functions.  
We say t ha t  the  sets Q(t~ x), (t~ x) e A, h~ve property (E~) at  the  point  (to, xo) e A, 
provided  
(F~) there  are constants  C = C(to, Xo) > 0, 0 = (~(to, Xo) > 0 such tha t ,  for an y  
two measurable vector  functions x(t), ~(t), t e E,  on a measurable subset E c G, with 
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(t, x ( t ) ) e  A ,  ~ ( t )e  Q(t, x(t)) for  I t - t o i l < d ,  t e E ,  t h e r e  is a m e a s u r a b l e  v e c t o r  f u n c -  
t i o n  ~(t), t e E ,  such  t h a t  ~(t) e Q(to, xo), IS(t) - ~(t)l-<< r - Xo] § It - toll for  
t e E ,  ]t --  tol <~ d. 
This  cond i t i on  (F~) a c t u a l i y  concerns  t h e  b e h a v i o r  of Q(t, x) for  t in  a ne igh-  
b o r h o o d  of to a n d  a n y  x. A v a r i a n t  of t he se  cond i t ions  is t h e  fol lowing one.  
W e  say  t h a t  t h e  s e t s  Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A ,  h a v e  p r o p e r t y  (F~) a t  t h e  p o i n t  (to, xo) ~ A, 
p r o v i d e d  
(JPs g iven  a n y  n u m b e r  a > O, t h e r e  a re  c o n s t a n t s  C = C(to, Xo, a) > O, ~ = 
= d(to, Xo, a) > 0 such  t h a t  for  a n y  two  m e a s u r a b l e  v e c t o r  f u n c t i o n s  x(t), ~(t), t ~ E,  
on a m e a s u r a b l e  subse t  E c G, w i t h  (t, x(t)) e A ,  ~(t) e Q(t, x(t)), Ix(t) - Xol > a for  
I t -  to] ~< d, t ~ E ,  t h e r e  a r e  two  m e a s u r a b l e  v e c t o r  func t ions  ~(t), [(t), t e E,  such t h a t  
(to, ~(t)) e A ,  i~(t) - -  Xol < ~, ~(t) e Q(to, ~(t)) a n d  l~(t) --  ~(t) l <  C[[x(t) --  xo] + I t - -  toll 
for  t e / ~ ,  I t - -  to[~<(~. 
P r o p e r t i e s  (F~), (F~), (2~), (F~) a re  v a r i a n t s  of t h e  p r o p e r t y  (F) s t a t e d  in 13.2.A 
of [8] in  a d i f fe ren t  c o n t e x t .  
P r o p e r t i e s  (Q) a n d  (F~) a re  t r i v i a l  for  Q(t, x) -= R ~ as in t h e  classical  p r o b l e m s  of 
t h e  calculus  of va r i a t ions ,  a n d  p rope r t i e s  (F'~), (F~) are  t r iv ia l  if Q(t~ x ) - =  R ~ and  
A = G •  A 0 c R  ~ a f ixed set.  
c) Statement o] the closure theorems. 
L e t  G c R ~ b e  an  o p e n  b o u n d e d  se t  a n d  l e t  A c R ~+n be  such t h a t  t h e  p r o j e c t i o n  
of A on  t h e  t -space  R ~ con t a in s  G. W e  shal l  d e n o t e  b y  x(t) : (xl(t), ..., x~(t)), t e G, 
a v e c t o r  f u n c t i o n  on G, whose  c o m p o n e n t s  x ~ a r e  B u  on G. The re fo re ,  t h e  usua l  pa r -  
t ia l  d e r i v a t i v e s  DJx ~, j -= 1, ..., v, i = 1, ... ~ n, ex i s t  a.e.  in G a n d  ~re Z - i n t e g r a b l e  
func t ions  in  G. F o r  e v e r y  i = 1, .. . ,  n,  we  shal l  d e n o t e  b y  {j}~ a g iven  f ini te  s y s t e m  
(jl, . . . ,  j~) of  ind ices  j, 1~<}~ < ... < ~ < v ,  a n d  we shal l  d e n o t e  b y  D x  t h e  v e c t o r  of 
all  t h e  f i rs t  o rde r  d e r i v a t i v e s  D~x ~, ]~  {j}~, i----= 1, .. . ,  n. L e t  h r d e n o t e  t h e  t o t a l  
n u m b e r  of indices  c o n t a i n e d  in  t h e  n s y s t e m s  {j} ~, i = 1~ ...,  n. t~or e v e r y  (t, x) e A, 
let  Q(t, x) be  a subse t  of R ~. W e  shal l  cons ider  t h e  o r i en to r  field e q u a t i o n  
(*) (t, x(t)) e A ,  Dx(t) e Q(t, x(t)) , a.e. in  e ,  
t h a t  is, t h e  p r o b l e m  of d e t e r m i n i n g  a n  n - v e c t o r  f u n c t i o n  x(t) = (x ~, ... , x , ) ,  t ~ G, 
whose  c o m p o n e n t s  x ~ a r e  BVC on G a n d  satisfies ($) a.e.  in G. 
T H E O m ~  1 (A c losure  t h e o r e m ) .  - l e t  assume that (i) A is closed," (ii) the sets 
Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A ,  are closed and convex; (iii) the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A ,  have property (Q) 
with  respect to ( t ,x ) ,  and property (F'I) with respect to x at every point  (to, xo) ~ A ,  
with the exception perhaps o] q set oJ points  whose t-coordinates lie in a set H of 
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measure zero in  the t-space. Let x~(t), or x~: G --> R '~, be a sequence o/ ACg solutions 
o / t h e  orientor field (iv) (t, x~(t)) ~ A ,  Dx~o(t) ~ Q(t, x~(t)) a.e. in  G, k ~ N;  and assume 
that (v) x~--> x in  (L~(G)) ~ and x is BVC. Then the vector /unction x is a solution 
o/ the orientor ]ieId equation 
(t, x(t)) e A ,  Dx(t) eQ( t ,  x(t)) a.e. in  G .  
THEORE:~I 2 (A closure theorem).  - The same as in  Theorem 1 where (iii) is replaced 
by (iii)' the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A ,  have property (F~) at every point  (to, xo) ~ A ,  with 
the exception perhaps o/ a set o] points  whose t-coordinates lie in  a set H o /measure  
zero in  the t-space. 
Tm~0~E~ 3 (A closure theorem).  - The same as in  Theorem 1 where (iii) is replaced 
by (iii)" the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A have property (Q) with respect to x only and property ( ~ )  
at every point  (to, xo) ~ A with the exception perhaps o / a  set o /po in t s  whose t-coordinates 
lie in  a set H o /measure  zero in  the t-space. 
d) _Proofs o/ the closure theorems. 
P R O O F  OF T H E O R E H  1 .  -- By the  hypothesis  (v) we have tha t  
(1) lira ~ Ixk(t) - -  x(t)[ dt = O . 
G 
I f  we denote  by  G~ the project ion of G on the  P-axis, and for every  i~e GJ, tJscalar, 
we consider the  intersection set G(t~)= (TcR~-l [ ( t  j, 7 ) e  G}, then  we know that ,  
for a.a. t~ e Gr we also have 
(2) l i m f  lx~(t~, ~ ) - - x ( t : ,  ~)Idv = O , j = l , . . . , ~ ,  
k--> r J 
a(-i)) 
where d7 = dt 1 ... dP-~dtJ+ ~ ... dt ~. T h a t  is, for every  j = 1, ..., v, there  is a set ~" c G~ 
wi th  ]EJ], = 0 such tha~, for all i ~ e GJ -- E j, relat ion (2) holds. 
Le t  E ~ =  { t = ( i J ,  7 ) : t~eEJ ,  T e R  ~ - ~ } c R  ~, so tha t  [E~]~=0, j = l , . . . , v ,  and 
we take E, = 0 < .   hen I<l  = o. 
i=1  
By hypothesis ,  x is BVC. Le t  us denote  by/t~j the  ~n finite measures which tel?- 
resent  the  first order par t ia l  derivatives of x in the  sense of distributions. For  every  
to e R~ let  q = [to-- h, to q- h/ denote  the cube q---= [ t ~ -  h<t~<t~ q- h, j = 1, ..., v], 
h > 0 .  
Then by  [19] and  [23] (pg. 119 and 366) for almost  M1 h > 0 we have 
f Ex~(t~- h, 7) - x~(t~ + h, 7) ]& = u . ( t o -  h, to+  h],  (3) 
qrj 
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where q'J = [t o - -  h < t  ~ < t; ~- h, s = 1, ..., ~, s :/:- ~] c R ~-~, and  
(~) f D J x q t )  dt - r  8~j(to-- h, to + h] , ,ui~(to-  h, to-~ h] --= 
q 
where S~5 is the  singular pa r t  of the  measure ~t~, i - - 1 ,  . . . , n ,  ] .... 1, . . . ,v.  As a 
consequence,  for a lmost  all toe G we have 
(5) l i ln  (2h)-~S~(to.-- h, to + h] .... 0. 
h-->0 + 
Let  us denote  by  E2, wi th  IE21~ = 0, the set of all to e R,  where (5) does not  hold. 
Now the  funct ions D~x  ~ are ]5-integrable in G, hence 
(6) l i m ( 2 h ) - ~  ( D J x q t ) d t  = DJxqto)  a.e.  in G ,  j = l ,  . . . ,  v, i = l , . . . ,  n .  
h-->O + d 
q 
Le t  .E8 be a set, wi th  IE, I~= 0, such t h a t  (6) is t rue  for all toe G--Ea. Final ly  
x e  (LI(G))  ~, hence there  is a set .E~c G wi th  [E4[,= 0 such tha t ,  for all toe G-- .E4 
we have  
(7) t im (2h) -~ I lx~(t) - -  xi(to) l dt = O,  i ~-- 1 , . . . ,  n .  
h-->O + J 
q 
Now by  hypothesis  (v) we deduce t h a t  there  is a subsequence, say still (k) for the 
sake of semplicity,  such t ha t  x~-~ x pointwise a.e. in G. Then  by  Egoroff 's and 
Lusin 's  theorems,  given ~ > 0 there  is a compact  set K c G, with [G --  K[~ < 2 such 
t ha t  x res t r ic ted to K is continuous,  hence uni formly  continuous,  and xl0-+x 
uni formly  on K. Thus, given 0 < o < 1 ,  there  is a number  0 < 61 = 6 j a ) < a  such tha t  
(s) ix(V) - -  x(t")I < a/2 for all f ,  f '  e K ,  i t ' --  f'] < 6~, 
and  an integer  kl = kl(a) such t h a t  
(9) [xk( t ) -  x(t)] < 0/2 for all t e K and /~>kl .  
Note  t ha t  almost  all points of K are points of densi ty  one for K. As a consequence, 
for a lmost  all to e K we have 
(10) l im (2h)-~lq (h KI~ = 1 .  
h-->O + 
Let  E~ denote  the set of all points to e K which do not  have this proper ty ,  hence 
tEoE~ = o. 
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For  E = E~ u 2~ u 2% u 2~ u 2% w H, t hen  IEI~ = 0. 
L e t  to be  a n y  po in t  in K - -  E and  le t  ~o deno te  its d i s tance  f rom ~G. T hen  con- 
di t ions  (2), (5), (6) a n d  (7) hold.  
Take  Xo ~ x(to) = (x~, . . . ,  x~) und  le t  q = [to-- h, to + hi deno t e  a n y  cube  wi th  
0 < h < rain ((%, (~)/V/~, t h e n  q c G ~nd 
(8)' Ix(t) - -  xo] < a/2 for  all t e q ~ K .  
L e t  0 < ~ < 1 and  C > 0 be  the  cons tan t s  cor responding  to (to, xo) and  ~, g iven  by  the  
hypo thes i s  (F~). Given  ~ > 0, t he re  is 0 < ho= ho(to, ~, C ) < m i n  (~o, (~, 5)/2~/v- 
such t h a t  for  a lmos t  all 0 < h < ho the  fol lowing re lut ions  hold  for j = -1 ,  ..., v, 
i = 1, ..., ~ (see (10), (~), (5) and  (7)) 
(11) (2h)-~lq --  KI~ < ~/14C,  
(12) 1(2h)-,fDJx~(t) dt -- DJx~(to)l at < e/7nN , 
q 
(13) (2h)-~IS,(to-- h, to + h]] < e/7nN , 
(2h)-~f [x(t) - Xo[ dt < (14) ~/7C.  
q 
N o t e  t h a t  t~ ~ E j, j = 1, ..., v, and  we can choose 0 < h < ho so t h a t  re la t ion  (3) 
holds and  also t~ • h ~ E j. I t a v i n g  f ixed h re la t ion  (2) holds for  t~ - -  h and  t~ + h, 
hence  we can tuke  an  in t ege r  ko = ko(0, h, to) suff icient ly large so t h a t  
(15) h -~ X ~ t ~ ( 2 )  f l ~ ( o •  x ' ( t ~ •  
for  all  j = 1, ..., v, i = 1, . . . ,  n and  /~ >/Co. F ina l ly ,  because  of (1), we can t ake  
= k(C, ~, h) > m a x  (k~, k0) so t h u t  for  k > k we also have  
(2h)-,fix (t) - x(t)l at < e /7r  16) 
q 
On the  o the r  hand ,  b y  (3), (4), (15) and  (13), we have  
(17) l(2h)-~fD~#(t)dt-- (2h)-~fD~x~(t)dt = 
q q 
---- (2h)-vj-[xi(tJ o ~- 1~, 7 : ) -  x i ( t ~ -  h, "~) -  x~(t o -~ ]~, "c) -~ xift o- -  ]b, T)]aT --  
- (2h)-~lS,(to-- h, to+ h]l<(2h)-~l~(t~ + h, T ) -  #(t~ + h, ~)la~ + 
qtj  
+ (2h)-~jlx~(t~- h, ~ ) -  x~(t~ -- h, ~)1 aT + (2h)-.IS.(to-- h, to + h] I < 
q'J  
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and from (12) we deduce tha t ,  for every k > /~  
(18) IDx(to)- (2h)-'fDx,:(t)dtl<N[3O/7Z ~ § e /7N]  = 4 0 / 7 .  
q 
By hypothesis  (i-v) we know tha t  
Dxk(t)  ~ Q(t, x~(t)) a .e .  in  G .  
When t describes the in terval  q = [ to--h,  t o +  hi, certainly It--to] < 2h~/-~, with 
0 < h < ho<min  ((~o, (~, ~)/2~/~. 
Hence, lor all t e q n K  and l ~ > ~  we have (see (8)' and (9)) It -- to[ < e$~ < a, 
!x(t) - -  Xo] < ~/2 a n d  Ix~(t) - -  x(t)t  < (~/2, thus  Ix~(t) - -  Xo] < a. 
Now we enlarge the set q 53 K into the maximal  subset ~ oi q where 
I x ,  Ct) - xol < a .  
Certainly / ~  is measurable,  and then  for t~  q - - / ~ ,  It--toi < c~ we have 
I x ~ ( t ) -  Xol > ~ .  
1Vioreo-ver, for ~ ( t ) =  Dx~:(t)~ we cer tainly ha-ve 
(19) ~r = Dx~(t) e Q(t, x~(t)) , t e q a.e.  
l 
By -virtue of property  (F~), corresponding to (to, Xo), (~ > 0 and the  functions x~(t), 
~ ( t ) ,  t ~ q - -  f ~ ,  we deduce tha t  there are mcusurable functions .~(t), ~(t)~ t e q -- $2~:, 
such that 
[ ~ ( t ) - x o i < ( r ,  ~ ( t ) e Q ( t , ~ . ( t ) )  a n d  
I ~ ( t ) -  &(t)i< 0[Ix~(t ) -  ~70(t)l + I t -  toi], 
Moreover we can extend ~k and ~ to all q, by  put t ing  
(21) j,o(t) = ~ ( t )  e e ( t ,  x~(t)) , ~ ( t )  = x,o(t) , t e ~ . 
Thus by (20)~ (21)~ (16), (14) and (11) we ha-ve, for k > k, 
(22) 
q q q - - K t e  
< c(2~)-,  f [!x~(t) - ~7~(t)l + It - toll a t<  
t ~ q -  l~ .  
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(23) 
~< C(2h)-, f [[x~(t)- x(t)l + Ix ( t ) -  xol + I~,~(t)- Xol + It-- tolJdt<~ 
q q q _ ~  q--K 
<~ C[~/7C -4- ~/7C + ~/7C] = 3ff/7. 
From (19), (18) and (22) for k > k we have 
IDx(to) -- (2h)-,f $~(t) dtl < 
q 
<~ IDx(to)- (2h)-'f~(t)dr] + 1(2h)-'f~-(t)dt- (2h)- 'f~(t)dt 1-4< 4~/7 + 3~/7 
q q q 
with (see (9), (8)', (20) and (21)) 
~l~(t) = ~(t) e Q(t, xk(t)) , 
~-~(t) e Q(t, ~'~(t)), 
t tenee 
q 
and (23) yields 
(24) Dx(to) ~ [cl co Q(to, xo, a)]~. 
By the arbitrariety of Q > 0, from (24) we deduce that  
Dx(to) e el co Q(to, xo, a) 
which gives, by virtue of hypothesis (Q) 
Dx(t.) e ['] el cog(to, Xo, (~) = Q(to, xo) . 
t~> 0 
Thus we have Dx(to)eQ(to,X(to)) a.e. in K with IG--K[~< ~, 
arbitrariety of 2 > 0, we have 
Dx(t) ~ Q(t, x(t)) a.e. in G. 
Theorem 1 is thereby proved. 
e cl co V [Q(t', x ' ) l t ' -  to[<cr, I x ' -  xol<a] --  cl coQ(to, xo, a), 
Finally, by the 
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P~ooF o~' TiIEOREN: 2. - The proof is the  same as for Theorem 1, though here  the 
numbers  c~ > 0 and C > 0 depend only on to and  x0 = x(to). 
Moreover we choose h > 0 in such a way it  satisfies all requi rements  listed in the 
proof of Theorem 1, and in addi t ion 2vCh < ~o/7. We recall  t h a t  for every  /~ > k, 
we h~ve 
(14) (2h)-pf  [x(t) --  xo[ dt < @/7C; 
q 
(1~) (2a)- f lx (t) - -  x(t)[ dt < o / 7 C ,  
q 
(18) iDx(to) - (2h)-, f Dx~(t) ,~t[ < ae/7.  
q 
~oreove r ,  by  the  hypotheses ,  
(t, x~(t)) e A ,  ~k(t) = 1)xT~(t) e Q(t, x~(t)) a.e. in q .  
By  p rope r ty  (/~'~) corresponding to (to,xo) and  the  funct ions x~(t), ~( t ) ,  t ~ g, there  is 
a measurable vector  funct ion  ~k(t), t ~ g, such t h a t  
(20)' g,(t) e Q(to, Xo), I ~ ( t ) -  [,0(t)i< e[Ix,~(t)- x01 + I t -  to]], t e q. 
F r o m  (20)', (14) and (16) we deduce tha t ,  for every  k > k, 
(22; + t , -  tol e,< 
q q q 
<~ C2~/7C 4- C(2h)- ,(2h),2hv = 20/7 4- 2h~C < 3Q/7. 
F r o m  (18) and (22)' we have now, for k > k, 
(23)' IDx(to) - (2h)-@~(t)  dtl < e 
q 
with ~(t)=~Q(to~x~ a.e. in q. ]~enee, 
(2h)-~ fib(t)dt ~ cl co Q(to, xo) = Q(to, Xo) 
q 
and (23)" yields 
(24)' Dx(to) ~ [Q(to, xo)]~. 
Since 0 is a rb i t r a ry  and Q(to, xo) is closed, we have 
Dx(to) ~ Q(to, Xo) = Q(to, x(to)) . 
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This re la t ion holds for a.e. to ~ K ,  with  ]G --  K]~ < 2; since ~ > 0 is a rb i t ra ry ,  we have  
Dx(t) ~ Q(t, x(t)) a.e. in G and  the  proof  is complete .  
P R O O F  O]~ T I t E 0 t ~ E ~  3.  -- I 8  analogous to the  two previous o n e s .  
3. - An application o f  the closure theorems.  
(a) The orientor field equation. 
I~et t~o~  [ao, bo] ~ [aJo~tJ<~b~o, ~ -~ 1, .., v] be a closed in te rva l  such t h a t  G c/~o, 
and  let  x~ t ~ Ro or x~ Ro--> R be  a given scalar funct ion.  For  a n y  in te rva l  
R ~ [a, b] c Ro, we consider the  usual  differences of order v re la t ive  to the  2 , ver t ices  
of R, say 
A~x ~ ~ x~ -- x~ if v ~ 1 ,  
A~xO= xO(b ~, b 2) -- xO(b ~, a 2) -- xO(a ~, b 2) -~ xO(a *, a ~) if  v ~ 2 
a n d  so on. 
As is well known,  the  funct ion  xo is said to be  of bounded variation in the sense o] 
Vitati (VBV) [22] if the  in t e rva l  funct ion A~x ~ is BV, i . e ,  
I) R~D 
where the  sup is t aken  over  all  the  finite par t i t ions  D of /~o in nonover lapping  in- 
tervals .  A VBV funct ion has a lmos t  everywhere  superficial der ivat ive,  say 
D*x~ = timo (2h)-~A~x ~ , to e /~o,  
where q = [to-- h, t o + h], and  _D*xO(t) is an  L- in tegrable  funct ion in -Ro. 
The funct ion  xo is said to be  absolutely continuous in the sense o] Vitali (VAC) [22] 
if the  in t e rva l  funct ion  A~x ~ is AC. I n  this case we have  A~x ~176 
5Tow we denote  b y  2(t) ---- (x ~ x) = (x ~ x ~, .. . ,  x~), t ~ G, a vector  funct ion of t e G, 
where x ~ is VBV and  x *, i ~ 1, ..., n, is BVC in G. 
For  every  (t~ x) e A c R "+1 le t  O(t, x) c R T M  be  a given set. We shall consider 
the  following field equat ion  
(,) '  (t, x(t)) e .4 ,  (D*xO(t), Dx(t)) cO(t, x(t)) a.e.  in  G .  
(b) The properties (F'). 
Prope r ty  (Q) for the  set  ~(t,  x) does not  need a new definition. Ins tead ,  we shall 
formulate  conditions (_~), (F~) and  (_P~) for the  se ts  0~(t, x), analogous to the  con- 
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ditions (F~), (F~) and (F~) of Section 2b. Again, to avoid questions of measurabili ty,  
we express these conditions in terms of vector functions. 
We say tha t  the  sets ~(t, x), (t, r  A ,  have proper ty  (/~), with respect to r at 
the  point (to, xo) e A,  provided 
(F'~) given any  number  a > 0, there  are constants  C = C(to, $o, a) > O, ~ = 
= ~(to, r a ) >  0 such tha t  for any  set of measurable vector  functions x(t),~(t) ,  
~ ( t ) , t e E ,  on a measurable subset E c G  with ( t , x ( t ) ) e A ,  ] x ( t ) - - x o l > r  
(~(t), ~(t)) e ~(t, x(t)) for t e E,  It--  tol Kr  there  are measurable functions ~(t), -q(t), 
~(t), t e E,  such tha t  
(t, ~(t)) e A ,  I~(t)-- xo l<o ,  (~(t), ~(t)) cO(t, ~(t)), 
]~(t)-  ~(t)l<~C[Ix(t ) -- y~(t)[ -~- It-- to]] , 
~(t)<<.~7(t)+ C[[x(t)--~(t)[ + It--toil for t e E ,  ] t - - t o l < ~ .  
The most  na tura l  choice for Y~ is ~(t) = Xo, t e E n {t: It-- tol~<~}. 
We say tha t  the  sets ~(t, x), (t, x) e A, have proper ty  (~'~) a t  the  point  (to, xo) e A ,  
provided 
~ f  
(F2) there are constants C : C(to, xo) > 0 and  3 = (~(to, xo) > 0 such tha t  for 
any  set of measurable vector  functions x(t), ~(t), ~(t), t e E,  on a measurable subset 
E c G, with (t, x(t)) e A, (~(t), ~(t)) e Q(t, $(t)) for I t -  tol < (~, t e E, there  are two 
measurable vector  functions q(t), ~(t), t e E ,  such tha t  
(~(t), ~(t)) e~(to,  xo) and  I~(t)-- ~ ( t ) l<C[ lx ( t ) -  xol A- I t -  tol], 
~(t) <~ N(t) + C[lx(t) - xo[ + [ t - to t ]  for t e E ,  l t -  to] <~ (~ . 
We say tha t  the  sets Q(t, x), (t, x) e A ,  have proper ty  (/~) a t  the  point  (to, xo) e A, 
provided 
(P~) given any  number  a >  0, there  are  constants  C = C(to, xo, ~) > 0 and 
(~-= (~(to, xo, a ) >  0 such tha t  for any  set of measurable vector  functions x(t), ~(t), 
~(t), t e E, on a measurable set /~ a G with (t, x(t)) e A, (~](t), ~(t)) s (2(t, z(t)), 
lx(t)--xo] > ~ ,  t e E ,  It--to]<~6, there  are measurable vector  functions ~(t), (?(t), 
~(t), t e E ,  such tha t  
and 
(to, ~(t)) e _ a ,  [~(t) - xol <(~,  (~(t), ~(t)) e 0(to, ~(t)) 
I~( t ) -  [ ( t ) l< C[ !x ( t ) -  zol + I t -  toll, 
#(t)<v(t) -+- O[Ix( t ) -  xol -4- I t -  toll for t e E ,  I t -  t o l<a .  
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(c) Statements of the Theorems. 
TItEORElV[ 1'  (A closure theorem) .  - _Let us assume that (i) A is closed, (ii) the sets 
Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A,  are closed and convex, (iii) the sets ~(t, x), (t, x) e A,  have property (Q) 
with respect to (t, x), and property (P~) with respect to x, at every point (to, Xo)E A,  
with the exception perhaps of a set o] points whose t-coordinates lie in a set H o/measure 
zero in G, (iv) i] 07, ~) ~ ( t ,  x) and ~' > ~ then (~', ~) eO(t,  x). Let ~(t) = (x ~ x), 
o o. Ro _+ R ,  ~7o(t) = (x ~ x~), t e  G, l c e N ,  be given functions with x, x~: G - + R  ~, x , x~
12o= [ao, bo] ~ G and assume that ( v ) x ~  are ACg, k e N ,  x is BVC and x~ --> x 
in (L~(G)) ~, (vi) x ~ are VAC, x ~ is V B V  and x ~ -+ x ~ pointwise a.e. in t~o. I] (vii) 
(t, xk(t))e A and (D*x~(t), Dxk( t ) )cO(t ,  x~(t)) a.e. in O, k e N, then 
(t, x(t)) e A and (D*xO(t), Dx(t)) cO(t,  ~(t)) a.e. in G. 
TIIEOI~.E~ 2'  (A closure theorem) .  - The same as in Theorem 1', where (iii) is re- 
placed by (iii) ~ the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A,  have property (F~) at every point (to, xo) e A,  
with the exception perhaps of a set of points whose t-coordinates lie in a set H of meas- 
ure zero in G. 
THEOlCEYs 3'  (A closure theorem) .  - The same as in Theorem 1', where (iii) is re- 
placed by (iii)", the sets ~(t, x), (t, x) e A,  have property (Q) with respect to x only and 
property (J~) at every point (to, xo) e A,  with the exception perhaps of a set o] points 
whose t-coordinates lie on a set H o] measure zero in G. 
(d) Proo] o] the theorems. 
PROOF OF TI~E0~E~ 1' .  -- W e  p roceed  exac t ly  as in  t he  p roof  of T h e o r e m  1 concern-  
ing  t he  func t i ons  x~, x w i th  t he  v a r i a n t s  we ind ica te  below. Le t  us consider  the  
func t ions  x ~ , x ~ which  are  VAC a n d  V B V  respec t ive ly ,  a n d  no te  t h a t  a.e. in  G we 
have  
(1) i im (2h)-,Aqx~ = D*x~(to), k e N ,  l ira (2h)-vAqx o = D*xO(to), 
l~--->O + h__>O + 
where  q = [to-- h, to + h] wi th  D * x  o e El(G), D* o x i ~ L , ( G ) ,  k e N .  
Thus,  for  a.a.  toe G we have  
(2) 
a n d  thus  f r o m  (1) 
(3) 
lim+(2h)-~ ( .D*xO(t )  dt  = D*xO(to) . 
h-->O d 
q 
l ira (2h)-~' / ( D * x O ( t ) d t  _ A~mo)=0. 
~-~o+ \ J  
q 
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~ o r e o v e r ,  s ince x ~ in  VAC, t h e n  
k 
(4) A x ~ =fD*x~(t) dt, k e N .  
q 
L e t  us fix n o w  to as in  T h e o r e m  1 ~nd in such a w a y  t h a t  (1) a n d  (3) ho ld  and 
x~176 (see h y p o t h e s i s  (vi)). T h e n  we can  t a k e  h > 0 as in t h e  p roof  of 
T h e o r e m  1 a n d  in such  a w a y  t h a t  in  a d d i t i o n  we h a v e  
(5) A x~ ~ A ~ x  ~ a s  k ~ ~ , 
(6) (2h)-~fD*xO(t) dr-- D*x~ < e/7 , 
q 
(7) (2h)-~ f ),xo(t) d t - -  A~x ~ < e l7 .  
q 
Concern ing  (5), i e t  to ---- ( t~ ~ a n d  le t  H deno t e  t h e  set  of al l  po in t s  of G whe re  
x ~ does n o t  conve rge  to  x ~ as k -~ c~. F o r  e v e r y  ] = 1, .. . ,  v, l e t  HJcR + deno t e  t h e  
k 
se t  of a l l  l > 0 such  t h a t  t h e  h y p e r p l a n e s  t r = t~ ~ l i n t e r s e c t  H in  a set  of ( v - -  1)- 
d i m e n s i o n a l  m e a s u r e  zero.  Thus ,  R + -  H~ has  m e a s u r e  zero on R +, a n d  we t a k e  
/~ = ~ H j. F o r  e v e r y  h e / ~  r e l a t i o n  (5) holds.  
j = l  = - -  
N o w  we cons ider  an  i n t ege r  ~ ----- ~(to, xo, a, e, h) suff ic ient ly  large,  such  that_ k > k, 
w h e r e  k is f ixed  ~s in  t h e  p roo f  of  T h e o r e m  1, a n d  m o r e o v e r  for  e v e r y  k > k we  h a v e  
(s) S o (2h)-" IA~ ~--  A~x~ < d T .  
Fina l l y ,  f r o m  (~), (8) a n d  (7) we  o b t a i n  
(9) [(2h)-~f D*x~(t) tit-- (2h)-'fD*x~ 
q q 
-~ x o _ 4 o x 0 ) l  <](2h)  (Aq k + (2h)-~\A~xO--jD*xO(t) dt] < o / 7  § ~/7 
q 
:From (9) a n d  (6), for  k > ]c, we  h a v e  n o w  
(lo) 
= 2d7. 
i(2h)-~f D*x~ dr--.D*x~ < 
q ] 
§ 
q q q 
< 2 0 / 7  + 0/7 ~- 3~/7.  
W e  reca l l  t h a t ,  for  t e q V ~ K  a n d  l ~ > ~ ,  t h e n  [ t - - t o l < ( r ,  [x(t)--x(to)[<a/2 and  
[x~(t)-  x(t)l < ~/2. 
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Now we proceed as in the  proof of Theorem 1, by enlarging the  set q n K into 
the  maximM subset 1~ of q where ]x~(t)-  xoIKa, with Xo = X(to). Mote that ,  for 
uk(t) = D*x ~ z~o,, ~ ( t )  : Dx~(t), we cer tainly have (see hypothesis  (vii)) 
(n)  (w(t), ~(t)) e ~(t, ~( t ) ) ,  t e ~ ~.e.. 
By virtue of the  proper ty  (P~) corresponding to (to, x o), a >  0 and the  functions 
x~(t), uk(t), ~(t) ,  t ~ q - - / ~ ,  there are measurable vector functions ~( t ) ,  ~(t),  ~7~(t), 
t ~ q -- ~ ,  such that 
02) (t, ~(t)) ~ ~t, l ~ ( t ) -  xol<~, (~(t), ~(t)) t 0 ( t ,  ~( t ) ) ,  
I~k(t)- ~7,(t)l<C[lx~(t)-  .~(t)[ + I t -  to[J, 
~( t )  <UT~(t) + C[[xk(t) -- ~k(t)l + [ t -  t0l], t e q --/~77~. 
Moreover we can extend s ~ and [k to M1 of q, by pa t t ing  
(13) .~(t) : x~(t),  ~(t) = ~k(t), ~k(t) = ~ ( t ) ,  t e / ~ .  
In  ~the proof of Theorem 1 we already obtained tha t  (see (23) of Section 2d), 
for /~ > 
(2h)-~ f s~(t) at I < e 1Dx(to) 
q 
with I t - - t o l < a ,  I~( t ) - -Xol<a ,  t~q .  On the  other  hand,  by (13) and (12) 
we have 
(15) D*x~ -- (2h)-~;~(t) dt = D*x~ -- (2h)-~;u~(t) dt -- ( 2 h ) - ~ ( t )  dt> 
q ~ q --  f ~  
~'~ ~ - ~  ~-:~ 
(2~)-~.fv~(t) ~ t -  (2~)-~cf[Ix~(t)-  ~%(ol + I t -  tol] D* x~ tit .  
q q - - ~  
Therefore by (15), (10) and the third est imate in (22) of Theorem 1 in Section 2d, 
we have, for k > ~, 
(2~)-~.f~(t) a t > -  ~ / 7 -  3~/7 = - ~. (16) D*x~ 
q 
From (12) and  (13) we obtain 
(#,(t), $~(t)):e ~(t, .~(t)),  I t -  t~l < (~, l~(t) - xol << ~, t ~ q, 
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and t h e r e f o r e  
q q 
co w [Q(t', x') I I t ' -  te l<a,  I x ' -  xo l<o]  = 
= el co Q(to,xo, ~) 9 
T h u s  f r o m  (14) ~nd (16) we h a v e  
(D*x~ Dx(to)) e {(~', ~)[~'~>~, (~, $ ) e  Eel coQ(to,  Xo, a)]o} , 
a n d  b y  t h e  a r b i t r a r i e t y  of @ > 0, also 
(D*x~ Dx(to)) e {(~', ~)lV'>r],  (~, ~) e cl co0( to ,  xo, a)} . 
Since a > 0 is also a r b i t r a r y ,  b y  p r o p e r t y  (Q) we  o b t a i n  (see (iv)) 
(9*xo(to), 9x(to)) e { (r  ~)[~/~>v, (v, ~) e n el coO(to, xo, ~)} = 
a > 0  
= {(v', ~ ) ln '>v ,  (v, ~) cO(to, Xo)} cO(to, xo). 
This  r e l a t i on  holds  a.e.  in K w i t h  I G - -  K[ ,  < 2. S ince  A > 0 is a r b i t r a r y ,  we  h a v e  
p r o v e d  that 
(D*x~ Dx(t))  e O(t, x(t)) a.e.  in  G .  
PlCOOFS ot0 THEOI~EM8 2 ~ A N D  [3 t, - T h e y  a re  ana logous  to  t h a t  of T h e o r e m  1' .  
See also t h e  p roofs  of T h e o r e m s  2 a n d  3 in  Sec t ion  2d. 
4 .  - T h e  e x i s t e n c e  t h e o r e m s .  
(a) The integral 3. 
L e t  v > l ,  n > ! ,  0< . .~<n ,  N>i be  in t ege r s  and ,  for  e v e r y  x ~ R ' ,  l e t  us  wr i t e  
x = (y, z) w i t h  y ~ R ~ a n d  z ~ R"-~.  L e t  A, G a n d  Q(t, x) b e  g i v e n  sets  as in S e c t i o n 2 .  
W e  reca l l  t h a t ,  for  e v e r y  BVC v e c t o r  f u n c t i o n  x($) = (x ~, . . . ,  x~), t e G, we deno t e  
b y  Dx(t)  t h e  N - v e c t o r  f u n c t i o n  DJxi(t), ] e  {j}~, i = 1, . . . ,  n. W e  shal l  also con-  
s ider  two  o t h e r  s y s t e m s  of indices  j [{j}(il) i = 1, .. . ,  ~] a n d  [{j}(~), i = e -[- 1, .. . ,  n ] ,  
1< ]1  < ... < j~<v,  a n d  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  s y s t e m s  of d e r i v a t i v e s  
f~")(1) ... 0r , D(1)y(t) = {D'x~(t), j e  lJ]~ , i -= 1, , 
y :~ (2) D(~Iz(~) = {DJ#(t) ,  j e ( ] ] i ,  i = c~ + 1, ..., n} . 
;~')(1) i = 1, ~, a n d  L e t  zu a n d  N~ be  the  t o t a l  n u m b e r  of indices  c o n t a i n e d  in i.]]i , o..~ 
{'~(~ i = ~ ' 1, n, r e spec t ive ly .  T h e n  N ----- N1 + hrs. L e t  M c R ~+~+~ d e n o t e  
J~i , ~- "~ 
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the  set M = {(t, x, ~)[(t, x) ~ A,  ~ ~ Q(t, x)} and let/~o(t, x, ~), or ~Vo: M -~ R,  denote  
a given real valued funct ion on M. Le t  /2 be a class of admissible vector  functions 
x(t) = (y(t),z(t)), or x: G - + R  ~, t ha t  is, satisfying 
(i) y is ACg and  z is BVC on G, 
(if) (t, x(t)) e A,  Dx(t) ~ Q(t, x(t)), 
(iii) /~o(', x( ' ) ,  Dx(" )) e L~(G). 
For  any  e lement  x = (y, z )~ ~ ,  let  /~(x) be the  class of all sequences (x ~ )~ ,  with 
x~: G --> R ~ such that 
(a) xT, = (y~, z~) e ACg n ~ ,  k e N, 
(b) x~-+x  in (JLz(G)) ", nJy~-->DJy ~ weakly in ZI(G), j ~  {j},t), i = 1 ,  ..., ~. 
We consider the  funct ional  ~: ~Q -+_~ defined by  
~(x) = 3(y~ z) ---- inf lira ~ o ( t ,  x~(t), Dxk(t)) dt = inf lira I(x~,) if  ~(x) ~ 0 
G 
and J(x) = + oo if / '(x) = O. 
The funct ional  3 is modeled on Lebesgue area theory  for nonparametr ic  discon- 
t inuous surfaces (see CESAI~I [5]) and i t  is also close to the  concept  of integral  in the 
sense of Serrin ([24]) when the present  mixed convergence is used. 
The class ~9 is said to be dosed i f / 2  has the  following proper ty :  for any  sequence 
(Xk)k~ N of pairs in /2 such t ha t  (a) and (b) are satisfied and the  l imit  x = (y, z) sat- 
isfies (i) (ii), (iii), t hen  x e ~O. 
]{EMAEK 1. - -  In  order to deal with the funct ional  under  consideration in the case 
tha t  e i ther  traces or boundary  data  are given, we need to carry  over the definition 
of the  funct ional  3 in a slightly different setting. For  instance,  if the t race ~ is given 
on ~G, with G possessing the cone proper ty  (see Section 4c below) and JC~-I(~G)< 
< + 0% we may  restr ic t  the  class/~(x) to those sequences (x~) which are in ACg (~ f2 
and such t ha t  xk-->x in (LI(G)n), DJy~-~DJy ~ weakly in LI(G)~ y (xk )=  9 ~ and 
V*(x~) --> V*(x) as s ta ted  in [11a]. 
Then the new Serr in- type integral,  say 3*(x), satisfies ~*(x)>J(x), and by  a 
theorem due to Anzellot t i -Giaquinta ([2]), y ( x ) =  ~v. 
Instead,  if boundary  data  on 3G are given, then  under  the same assumptions on G, 
we may  take  for ~Q the  class of functions x: G -> R", which are BVC when disregard- 
ing sets E c G, [E[~-~ O, and  where the  variat ions V*(x, G) (see section 2.a) are 
computed  taking note  of the  values of x on the  boundary  (efr. [ l lb],  l~emark 2). 
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(b) A lower semieontinuity property of ~ and ~. 
T h e  l o w e r s e m i c o n t i n m t y  of t h e  Ser r in  i n t eg ru l  3 is wel l  known .  
As an  ~pp l i ca t ion  of t h e  c losure  t h e o r e m s  of Sec t ion  3 we shal l  p r o v e  n o w  t h e  
s e m i e o n t i n u i t y  of t h e  integra.1 func t i onu l  I .  I n  o rder  to  do thu t ,  l e t  us cons ider  
t h e  (~ a u g m e n t e d  ~ sets  
O(t, x ) =  {(z~ $ ) e  R~+~: z ~  , ( t ,x)  e A .  
THEOI~E]~ I r' (A lower  s e m i c o n t i n u i t y  t h e o r e m ) .  - _Let O < ~ < n ,  and assume that: 
(i) A is closed, (ii) the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A,  are closed, convex and satisfy property (Q) 
with respect to (t, x), and property (F~) with respect to x, at every point (to, Xo) ~ A ,  
with the exception perhaps of a set of points whose t-coordinates lie on a set H of measure 
zero in the t-space, (iii) ]Fo(t, x, ~) is lower semicontinuous on M and Fo(t, x, ~)>~ ~(t) 
with ~ ~ Z~(G) ]or all (t, x, ~) ~ M. 
We assume also that (iv) a sequence o/ vector functions is given x ( t ) ~  (y, z), 
x~(t) = (y~, z~), t e  G, such that y, y~, z~o are ACg, z is BVC,  xT~---~x in (Z~(G))" and 
(t, x,,(t)) e A,  Dx,:(t) e Q(t, x,~(t)) a.e. in G, k e N.  Then (t, x(t)) e A,  Dx(t) e Q(t, x(t)) 
a.e. in G, and 
l i m  l (x~) >~ I (x) . 
Ig---> c o  
Thus, i] (xk)k~ ~ is a sequence as in the definition of a(x), then 
l i m  I(x~) > a(x) > I ( x ) .  
~--+. oo 
T m ~ o ~ E ~  2 '~' (A lower  s e m i c o n t i n u i t y  t h e o r e m ) .  - The same as in Theorem 1 '~, 
where (ii) is replaced by (ii) '  the sets O~(t, x), (t, x) ~ A,  are closed and convex and satisfy 
property ( ~ )  at every point (to, xo) e A,  with the exception perhaps of a set of points 
whose t-coordinates lie in a set H of measure zero in G. 
T m ~ o ~  3" (A lower  s e m i c o n t i n u i t y  t h e o r e m ) .  - The same as in Theorem 1", 
where (ii) is replaced by (ii)" the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) e A,  are closed and convex and satisfy 
property (Q) with respect to x only, and property (P~) at every point (to, xo) E A,  with the 
exception perhaps of a set of points whose t-coordinates lie on a set H of measure zero in G. 
PRoof' oF T m ~ o ~ E ~  Y'. - W.l .o .g .  we  c a n  suppose  that 
i ~ l i m  I(x~) ~ l i ra  I(xk) ~ ~- c ~ ,  
k - - > ~  /~.-+ oo 
where  i is f in i te  b e c a u s e  of (iii). L e t  R o =  [ao, bo], ao= (a~, ..., a~), b o =  (b~, ...,ha), 
i i a o < b o b e  a n y  closed i n t e r v a l  c o n t a i n i n g  el G in  i t s  in te r ior .  L e t  us cons ider  t h e  
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functions /~(t) = No(t, y~(t), zk(t), D(1)yk(t), D(~)zk(t)), t ~ G c R ~, and let us extend ~ 
to all of /~o by taking 
{ /~k(t), t ~ G,  
% ( t ) =  O, t e R o - - ~ .  
o./~o-+ R be defined by Now let x k. 
x~(t) =f~( -e )  d-e, 
[ao,t] 
k ~ N ,  d-e = d-e 1 ... d-e ~ . 
Each funct ion x ~ is VAC, k ~ N. Moreover, x~(ao) = O, 
Vj(x~ ., ~;~); [a~, b~]) = 0 ,  j = 1, . . . ,  ~ ,  and sup ~ IA.x2I < W, 
D /~eD 
k e N .  
In  order to prove this last assertion, observe tha t  for k sufficiently large 
9 Ro /~o G ~ G ~ 
[2(t) Idt = w ,  
where we extended 2 to all of /?o by taking 2(t) = 0 o n / ~ -  G. Therefore, by  
Helly 's  theorem for functions of bounded variations in the sense of Vitali, (see [18], 
pg. 115), there exists a subsequence, say still [k], such tha t  x ~ --> x ~ pointwise on/~o, 
with x ~ VBV. Note tha t  the sequence (x ~ xz) satisfies the orientor field equation 
(t, xk(t)) ~ A ,  (D*x~(t) ,  Dxk(t))  ~ Q(t, x,(t)) , t e G a.e. .  
Thus, by  the closure Theorem 1' of Section 3c, we have 
H e n c e ~  
(t, x(t))  ~ A ,  (D*x~ Dx( t ) )  ~ ~( t ,  x(t)) a.e. in G.  
D * ~ ( t )  >l_No(t , x(t) ,  Dx( t ) )  >12(t) ,  t e G ,  
and therefore iVo(., x(.), Dx(. )) ~ L~(G). 
Finally,  if we take  XO(t) = xO(t)--f2(-e)d-e, then  Xo~> 0, X ~ is VBV and D * X ~  = 
[a,tl 
= D*xO(t) - -  2(t) >~ 0 a.e. in Ro. Moreover (see ReDo [21] III.1.28), 
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Thus 
_[(x) : = f  F ( t ,  z(t),  Dx( t ) )d t<f  D%~,:~176 ~:~lim~ x~. (b)~  k-~lim~ I (x~) .  
G 
PROOFS OF TIIEOI%EIVIS 2 ~r AND 3 H. -- They ~re ~he same as those of Theorem 1'% 
bu virtue of the T h e o r e m s  2 '  ~nd 3' respec t ive ly~  
I ~ E ) ~ K  2. -- AS an  i m m e d i a t e  consequence  of T h e o r e m  1 r' (or 2 '7 a n d  3") we see 
t h a t ,  u n d e r  t h e  a s s u m p N o n  cons ide red  the re ,  t h e  f u n c t i o n M  3 is a n  ex t ens ion  to  BVC 
of t h e  f u n c t i o n a l  I on ACg. I n  fact., I ( x )<3(x ) fo r  e v e r y  xc~[2, m o r e o v e r  if 
x ~ ACg (h f2, t h e n  F(x) con t a in s  t h e  s equence  of r e p e t i t i o n s  x~ = x~ k e N, hence  
3(x)<I(x) a n d  f inal ly  I ( x ) =  ~(x). 
(v) Statements o/ the existence Theorems. 
I n  t h e  fo l lowing we shal l  use  t h e  g r o w t h  cond i t ions  below.  
(y~) T h e r e  is a sca la r  f u n c t i o n  r 0<~< + c% or r  R + - + R ,  b o u n d e d  
be low,  w i t h  r  c~ as ~ - +  + 0% such t h a t  Fo(t,x,u,v)>r for  all  
(% x, u,  v) e M.  
(y2) F o r  a n y  s > 0 t h e r e  is a n  i n t e g r a b l e  sca lar  f u n c t i o n  ~,(t) > 0, or  Y4: G --> Ro + , 
such  t h a t  i u [ < v , ( t )  + eFo(t, x, u, v) for  a l l  (t, x, u, v) e M.  
(73) for  a n y  ~ -vec to r  p e R ~ t h e r e  is a n  i n t e g r a b l e  sca lar  f unc t i on  r  0, 
or r  ff - ~ R  +, such  t h a t  Fo(t, x, u, v)>~<p, u} -- r for  all  (t, x, u, v) e M.  
N o t e  t h a t ,  u n d e r  cond i t i on  (y~) c e r t a i n l y  qi(~)> t for  s o m e  rea l  c o n s t a n t  ), a n d  
t h e n  Fo(t~ x, u, v ) > r  for  al l  (t, x, u, v). U n d e r  cond i t i on  (?~) a n d  s : 1 we  
h a v e  Iu[<vl(t) + Fo(t, x, u, v), h e n c e  Fo(t, x, u, v ) > - -  v~(t)~ a f u n c t i o n  in  II(G). 
U n d e r  c o n d i t i o n  (Y3) a n d  p = 0, we  h a v e  Fo(t, x, u, v) > - -  Co(t), a f u n c t i o n  in L~(G). 
RE~AaK 3. - N o t e  that for  e v e r y  x e ACg n .Q t h e n  / ' (x )  ve 0 a n d  3(x) < + oo. 
iKoreover ,  if  we  suppose  ACg (~ ~2 va 0, t h e n  
- -  c ~ < i n f  3(x) < -1- ~ and  i -~ inf  3(x) -~ i n f / ( x ) .  
D .Q A C e n r 2  
I n  order  to  see this ,  n o t e  f irst  t h a t  if i ~ inf  3(x), we also h a v e  
i < i n f  3(x) = i n f I ( x )  . 
A G g n ~  A C g n ~  
Then ,  i t  is e a sy  to  see t h a t ,  for  e v e r y  x e / 2 ,  t h e r e  is a s equence  ( x ~ ) ~ s  in  ACg n / 2  
such  t h a t  3 ( z ) =  lira / (x~) .  As a consequence ,  we can  f ind a sequence  (Zk)k~ N in 
~---> oo 
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im ACg (~ ~Q such t h a t  i = ~ I(x~J. Thus 
inf I ( x ) < . i  . 
ACga D 
We recall  here some well-known conditions on the  set  G that we shall use in the 
following. 
The  set  G c R ~ is said to have  the cone property if there  exists a finite cone C 
in R ~ such t h a t  each point  t e 8G is the  ve r t ex  of a finite cone Ct conta ined  in G 
and congruent  to C. The bounded  set G c R ~ is said to have  a locally Zipsehitz bound- 
ary if each point  t ~ 8G has a neighborhood Ut such t h a t  8G n U~ is the  g raph  of 
a Lipschitz  funct ion.  
The following well-known resul t  b y  GAG~.~Am)O [16] s ta tes  a re levan t  p rope r ty  
of the  open sets wi th  the  cone proper ty .  
Tm~O~E~ (Gagliardo [16]). - I]  G is a bounded open set in R ~, with the cone prop: 
erty, then there is a ]inite collection G~, ..., G,~ o] open sets with G -~ U G~ such that 
each G~ has a locally ~pschi t z  boundary, z=~ 
Tn-EOlCE~I 4. (An existence theorem).  - Let l < ~ < . n -  1 and assume that 
(i) G has the cone property, A is compact and M is closed; (if) the sets O~(t~ x), 
(t, x ) e A ,  are closed, convex and satis]y property (Q) with respect to (t, x)~ and 
property (1~) with respect to x, at every point (to, Xo) ~ A,  with the exception perhaps o] 
a set of points whose t-coordinates lie on a set H o] measure zero in the t-space; 
(iii) ~vo(t, x, ~) is lower semicontinuous on M;  (iv) ~'o satisJies one o] the growth con- 
ditions (~x), @2) or (~a). We assume also that ~Q is closed~ ACg (~ ~Q :/: 0 and (v) there 
are constants p > 1 and Vo such that f ]DJy~(t)]~dt <. Vo, /or all J~ (H~:)(1), i --~ 17 ..., o:; 
(vi) there is a constant Wo such that V*(zO< Wo, i = c~ ~- 1, ..., n. 
Then the Junctional 3 has an absolute min imum x = (y, z)~ ~ ,  y e ACg, z e ]3VC. 
For ~ ~ O, then x = z, requirements (~) or alternates (~),  (~8) and condition (v) 
do not apply, yet the conclusion is still valid i] we know that (iv)' there is a summable 
scalar ]unction ~: G- ->R such that Fo(t,z, ~)>~(t), ]or all (t,z, ~)~ M. 
For o~ ---- n, then x = y, ~ is a non empty and closed class o] ACg ]unctions y(t) 
= (y~, ..., y,) ,  t ~ G, conditions (vi) does not apply, yet the conclusion is still valid. 
Note  t h a t  the  condit ion (if) concerning p rope r ty  (Q) for the  sets ~(t, x) not  only  
implies t h a t  the  same sets Q(t, x) are closed ~nd convex , bu t  also t h a t  their  projections,  
the  sets Q(t, x), also are convex,  and  t h a t  ~v0(t, y, z, u~ v) is convex in (u, v) on each 
Q(t, y, z). 
THEOI~E~ 5 (An existence theorem).  - The same as in Theorem 4 where (if) is re- 
placed by (if)' the sets O(t, x), (t, x ) ~  A,  are closed, convex and satisjy property (_~) 
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at every point (to, Xo) ~ A with the exception perhaps o]a set of points whose t-coordinates 
lie in a set H o] measure zero in G. 
Tm~o~E~ 6 (An exis tence theorem).  - The same as in Theorem 4 where (ii) is re- 
placed by (lift the sets ~(t, x), (t, x) ~ A, are closed, convex and satis]y property (Q) with 
respect to x only, and property (F~) at every point (to, xo) ~ A with the exception perhaps 
o]a  set o] points whose t-coordinates tie in a set H of measure zero in G. 
PROOF OF THE0gE~{ 4. -- We a l ready  know (see R e m a r k  2) t h a t  i = inf 3@) : 
= in f  I(x),  and  since Y2(~ A C g # 0 ,  we also have  - -  c o < i <  + oo. 
ACg n Y2~ 
Under  e i ther  a s sumpt ion  in (iv) there  is a funct ion  ), ~ L~(G) such t h a t  
Thus,  - - ~  < i < - } - c %  and  we consider a min imiz ing  sequence (x~)c ACg (~ ~9 
wi th  I(x~) ->i. We m a y  well assume i < I ( x k ) < i  -}- 1, k e N .  B y  v i r tue  of assump-  
t ion (y~), we derive t h a t  
i -}- 1 >[(xk) =f.Fo(t, y~(t), z~(t), D(1)yT~(t), D(~)z~(t))dt>fC(ID(,y~(t)])at. 
G 
B y  N a g u m o ' s  t h e o r e m  (cfr. [8], 10.3.i), we derive t h a t  the  vec tor  funct ions Dtl)y~(t) 
are  equiabsolute ly  integTable in G. B y  10.4.ii and  10.4.iii in [8] we derive the  same 
conclusion under  assumpt ions  (Y2) or (78) respect ively .  By  assumpt ion  (v) we know 
t h a t  the  pa r t i a l  der iva t ives  D~y~, j r L~J~[41(1), i = 1, ..., ~, are equiabsolutely inte- 
grable  in G. Thus  this  holds for all  der iva t ives  DJy ~, j = 1, ..., v, i = 1, ..., ~. 
V i Since the  funct ions  y~ are  ACg, we conclude t h a t  the  t o t a l  va r ia t ions  o(YT,), 
i = 1, ..., ~, k e N, a re  equibonnded.  
Note  tha t ,  since A is bounded,  the  funct ions  (xk) are  equibounded in (J51(G))'. 
Thus,  as a consequence of (vi) and  the  cone p r o p e r t y  of G, b y  v i r tue  of the  
compac tness  resul t  due to C A P I E ~ 0 - F L E ~ G  ([4], [15], see also [3] pg. 169-153 
and  [1] 10g. 146), there  is a sub-sequence,  say still (/~), such t h a t  
(1) x~ --> x in (LI(G)) ,~ with  x ----- (y, z) e B V C .  
IKoreover, b y  the  equi -absolu te- in tegrabi l i ty  of D~y ~, j ----- 1, ..., v, i = 1, ..., ~, f rom 
Theorem 10.45 of [8] we conclude, again  for a sui table  subsequence,  t h a t  
(2) DJy ~ ---> DJy ~ weakly  in LI(G) , j = 1, v, i = 1, 
k ' ' ' ~  " ' ~  " 
and  y is ACg. 
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Now, if we proceed as in the  proof  of Theorem 1", we p rove  t h a t  x = (y, z) e ~2 
and  (xk) ~ / ' ( x ) .  Hence ,  
i < a(x) < l im a(x~) = l im I(xk) = i 
/c--~- oo /c--.'- r 
and  the  proof  is complete .  
PROOFS OF THEOREMS 5 AND 6. - They  are ~nalogous to t h a t  of Theorem 4. 
I~E~L~RK 4. -- The hypothes is  (vi) can be replaced b y  the  l ighter  assumpt ion  (vi)'  
the  level sets L ~ =  {x = (y, z ) eACg  (3/2:  I (x)<K} are  equibounded in var ia t ion.  
I n  fact ,  as i t  c~n be  seen b y  the  proof,  we use condit ion (vi) only to gua ran tee  t h a t  
every  minimizing sequence of ACg surfaces x = (y, z) is equibounded in var ia t ion.  
I~E~A~K 5. ~ Note', t h a t  the  condit ion t h a t  A is bounded  can be dropped if we 
know t h a t  there  is a min imiz ing  sequence x~ = (y~, z~), y~, z~e ACg, wi th  I(xk) ~ i, 
which is equibounded  in 331. 
We shall  give now an  E x a m p l e  which i l lustrates  Theorem 4 and  shows that~ in 
general ,  the  m i n i m u m  of a is a t t a i ned  b y  a BVC function,  not  necessari ly ACg. 
:EXAYCfPLE 1 .  - L e t  u s  t a k e  




Thus,  Fo: G X R ~ ---> R is defined b y  
-F0(tl, t2, v., v2) = {[(1 - -  t,)vl]2 q - [(1 - -  t2)v~]2} 1/~ . 
Le t  Q be the  class of all  the  BVC surfaces z: (0, 2)~-->R. Le t  us prove  t h a t  
rnjn 5(z) ---- 0 = a(~) = i, where  
5(tl, t2) : 
89 tl e (0, 1 ) ,  
1 ,  t i = 1 ,  
~ ,  t ~ e ( 1 , 2 ) .  
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I n  f~et,  ~he sequence  z~: (0, 2 ) ~ - + R  of ACT surfaces defined b y  
z~(t~, t~) = 
89 , ti e (0, I -- l/k] , 
(ki2) 4 -  (~12) + i ,  
~ ,  t~e L1 + z//~, 2) 
t~ e (1 - -  1/k, 1 -[- l / k ) ,  
converges  in L~ to  5, ~nd 
1 + i/k 
z(z ) - , f  - tl l, dt - - / ; ( 1 / k  - +  O, 
I-- i/k 
~(g) - o .  
The  m i n i m u m  i = 0 is a t t a i n e d  b y  5 ~Iso ~t ~ny  sec t iona l ly  c o n s t a n t  func t ion  z 
on (0, 2) whose  g r a p h  is in  A.  N o t e  t h a t  this  m i n i m u m  e~nnot  be  a t t a i n e d  ~t  ~ny  
ACg func t ion .  I n  fac t ,  in  this  ease, we wou ld  h~ve  ~(~)----I(~)----0 wi th  ~ ACg, 
hence ,  ~t~ ~ 0, ~0 = 0 ~.e. in  G~ ~nd  ~ wou ld  be  c o n s t a n t  in  G, b n t  this  is no t  lOOS - 
sible b y  t he  shape  of A .  
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